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grounds (Sazonov emphasized Russia's financial dependence on grain exports from her southern ports) the control of Constantinople by any foreign Power other than Turkey could not be tolerated. The breakdown of the Ottoman empire, if it was to come, was most likely to occur within the framework of a European war. The neutralization of Constantinople suggested in some quarters offered no guarantee against its subsequent seizure by an ambitious Power, for instance, Bulgaria. Russia, in spite of her heavy military expenditure, was unprepared for the landing of her troops on Turkish shores and was unable to meet the challenge of the Ottoman naval program. Sazonov therefore demanded the summoning of a special conference "to discuss the problems involved and to take appropriate decisions/' The tsar approved, and a conference of high officials duly met on February 8 (February 21, N.S.), 1914. Meanwhile the issues raised by the Liman von Sanders mission were dealt with by Sazonov in several reports and memoranda and were examined, on December 31, 1913 (January 13, 1914, N.S.), by a small emergency conference under the chairmanship of Kokov-tsov. Some of the proposals advanced, particularly those presented at the February conference, were not lacking in vigor and aggressive spirit, but the general trend of the discussion made it clear that in view of the international situation Russia was not in a position to carry them through. The recommendations of the February conference were, accordingly, perfunctory and tame: speeding-up of mobilization, improvement in the land and sea transportation in the Black Sea area, and the strengthening of the Black Sea fleet. It is dubious whether these paltry measures could have been seriously regarded as a step towards the conquest of Constantinople. The St. Petersburg gathering, often pictured as a sinister conclave of ruthless and crafty leaders bent on conquest, was actually a meeting of colorless bureaucrats going wearily through the routine motions of passing resolutions about a largely academic question. E. A. Adamov, a Soviet historian and editor of an important collection of documents on Constantinople and the Straits, has conveyed well the feeling of half-heartedness and futility that permeated the deliberations of the St. Petersburg officials. In 1914, as in 1911 and during the Balkan wars, the preservation of the status quo, and not preparation for a war of conquest, was uppermost in Sazonov's mind.28
28 A veiy different interpretation of Sazonov's policy is given by an eminent American historian. The conference of Jan. 13, 1914, N.S., according to Professor

